





Abstract: This study aims to reconsider English presentation classes at university 
level in Japan. For this purpose, the study analyzed English presentation textbooks 
used in Japanese universities. The findings of the study show that the textbooks 
mainly cover basic presentation skills such as physical (eye contact and gestures), oral 
(voice inflection / intonation) and visual (creating and explaining slides) aspects. 
However, the majority of the textbooks do not focus on brainstorming and 
researching, which help students to enrich the content of the presentation. This 
indicates that students are not taught the importance of developing and organizing 
their ideas and the ways of expressing them, and as a result, they are not able to 
communicate their thoughts logically and clearly in their presentations. This paper 
emphasizes the necessity of fostering students’ abilities to organize information and to 
build up their ideas in shape. The paper finally suggests how to improve the education 
of English presentation classes at universities in order to cultivate human resources 
so that students can play an active role in the global world.
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?5? voice inflection/ intonation???????
?Preparation???????????????
?6? brainstorming???????????







?10? structure??????????????introduction, body, conclusion?
?11? transition/signpost????????????????













??????voice inflection / intonation? 10??55.5?????????????????
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nunciation????voice inflection3?/ intonation????????????????????
??voice inflection / intonation????????????????????????????
???????????????????Speaking of Speech?McMillan??? inflection??
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No. ?????? ??????? ??? ???
1 Academic Presentation ???????????????? ??? 2013
2 Power Presentation ???????????? ??? 2005
3 Presentation Workshop DVD????????????????? ??? 2012
4 Speaking in Public ????????????????? ??? 2009
5 The Way to Effective Speaking ???????????????? ?new ed.? ??? 2010
6 Writing for Presentation in English ??????????????????????? ??? 2012
7 Your First Speech and Presentation ?????????????? ??? 2011
8 Successful Presentations: An Interactive Guide ????? 2012
9 Presentations in English: Find Your Voice as a Presenter ????? 2011
10 Academic Presentation ????????????????? ????? 2012
11 Presenting in English: How to Give Successful Presentations ????? 2008
12 Speaking of Speech ?New ed.? ????? 2009
13 Dynamic Presentations ?????????????? ???? 2007
14 English for Work: Business Presentations with CD ???? 2003
15 Present Yourself 1/ 2 ?????? 2008
16 Dynamic Presentations ?????? 2010
17 Express Series English for Presentations ???????? 2007
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4 not mentioned??overall English skills? ?oral communication skills??
✓




8 not mentioned??standing up in front of people, explaining your information??
✓
9 ?conferences or meetings? ✓
10 ?both academic and business? ✓
11 ?anyone who needs to make presentations in English? ✓
12 not mentioned ✓
13 not mentioned??to present their own ideas clearly and effectively??
✓
14 Business ✓
15 not mentioned ✓
16 Business ✓
17 Business ✓
18 Business ✓
